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NEWS OF OUR CLIENTS

THE NEW OUTDOOR PRODUCTS® MOXIE DAYTM PACK:
ITʼS A GIRL THING

Designed Especially for Women, this Indispensible Pack Combines Fashion with Function

Whether they are hikers who enjoy Saturdays on the trail or busy moms toting snacks and toys for an afternoon

at the park, women will fall in love with the ingeniously designed MoxieTM Day Pack, new from the experts at

Outdoor Products.®

The packʼs front accessory pocket, two side pockets and two extra-roomy compartments, all with zipper closures,

keep belongings secure and organized.  Left and right mesh pouches store frequently used necessities for quick

access.  Plus, a hydration-compatible pocket with hidden shoulder hose port that fits most two-liter bladder systems

(bladder not included), makes long, hot days by the pool or at the lake a breeze.

With its durable materials and roomy storage capacity of 1,660 cubic inches (18.5”H x 20”W x 6” D), the new Outdoor

Products Moxie Day Pack would suit the needs of any active adult.  But the new Outdoor Products Moxie Day Pack

has been thoughtfully designed for women, taking into consideration a womanʼs size and frame – and fashion sense.

Eye catching colors Cyclamen, Grapemist and Fern Green are fun and flirty.  As for fit and comfort, the packʼs narrow

profile and contoured waist belt form to a womanʼs shape, while ergonomically designed shoulder straps with sternum

adjuster help ensure even greater comfort.

Once brought home and matched to jeans and ballet flats or shorts and running shoes, the new Outdoor Products

Moxie Day Pack will become an indispensible wardrobe staple – as important as the little black dress, yet far stronger

and more versatile.

Outdoor Products has been designing durable gear for outdoor enthusiasts since 1972.  The new Outdoor Products

Moxie Day Pack is the next generation in a tradition of making top-quality packs.  To learn more about the new

Outdoor Products Moxie Day Pack or any of the companyʼs innovative products, contact Outdoor Products at 1919

Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90032  92390 • Telephone: (800) 438-3353. www.outdoorproducts.com.
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